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"Revolution and State in Modern Mexico constitutes perhaps the contribution on transitions to and experiences of capitalism in Mexico, and it will be of lasting significance beyond the empirical confines of the book—not least because of the growing interest in Latin American countries among IPE scholars." —Panel of judges, International Political Economy Group (IPEG) Book Prize of the British International Studies Association

"Adam Morton has produced a study that is nothing short of seminal... Revolution and State in Modern Mexico combines theoretical sophistication and innovation with a thoroughgoing understanding of empirical complexities in an analysis that, when it comes time to construct a canon of Marxist historical sociology, will sit comfortably and appropriately among the classics whose insights it draws on and to whose legacy it contributes."

—ALF GUNNVALD NILSEN, Capital & Class

"This is a work of remarkable erudition in which Adam Morton brings fresh perspectives to our understanding of the Mexican Revolution and its aftermath. In a sweeping interdisciplinary survey, Morton draws on interviews with economic elites, politicians, state functionaries, and public intellectuals."

—JUDITH ADLER HELLMAN, author of The World of Mexican Migrants

"Adam Morton has produced an exceptional work in radical historicism on postrevolutionary Mexico and a virtuoso’s exposition of Antonio Gramsci’s theory of hegemony, passive revolution, and uneven development. His book is a must-read in the fields of Mexican and Latin American studies and provides a provocative and contrasting interpretation to mainstream ‘transition studies’ in political science."

—GERARDO OTERO, author of Farewell to the Peasantry

"Morton has produced a very important and impressive study that advances both theoretical analysis and our understanding of the economic, cultural, political, and social dynamics of contemporary Mexico."

—NORA HAMILTON, author of Mexico: Political, Social, and Economic Evolution
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